Complex Adaptive Systems of Systems, or CASoS, are vastly complex eco-socio-economictechnical systems which we must understand to design a secure future for the nation and the world. Perturbations/disruptions in CASoS have the potential for far-reaching effects due to highly-saturated interdependencies and allied vulnerabilities to cascades in associated systems. The Phoenix initiative approaches this high-impact problem space as engineers, devising interventions (problem solutions) that influence CASoS to achieve specific aspirations. CASoS embody the world's biggest problems and greatest opportunities: applications to real world problems are the driving force of our effort. We are developing engineering theory and practice together to create a discipline that is grounded in reality, extends our understanding of how CASoS behave, and allows us to better control those behaviors. Through application to realworld problems, Phoenix is evolving CASoS Engineering principles while growing a community of practice and the CASoS engineers to populate it. 4 
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INTRODUCTION TO COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING INITIATIVE (PHOENIX)
The concept of CASoS Engineering was first described at Sandia National Laboratories in the Roadmap for the CASoS Engineering Initiative 1 (2007) (2008) to find ways to understand and solve the world's greatest problems. The Roadmap defines CASoS, CASoS Engineering, and the process for building the discipline of CASoS Engineering. The CASoS research, development and analysis framework for engineering solutions is an intrinsically integrated process that develops CASoS Engineering theory and principles in the context of solving highimpact (national and international) problems. The theoretical approach for CASoS Engineering outlined in the Roadmap emphasizes the importance of treating our engineering design and development initiative for CASoS solutions, called Phoenix, as a CASoS itself. This means that, as we proceed, we must apply the evolving CASoS Engineering principles to our organization, development and growth. 
APPLICATIONS -Networks, Adaptive Entities
Uncertainty Quantification V&V
New Applications
New Theory, Methods and Approaches
New Tools
As illustrated in Figure 1 , the functional structure of Phoenix has formed to fundamentally integrate Research, Development and Application:
 Application: High-impact CASoS Engineering Applications having problem and system orientation that meet CASoS criteria are chosen from the newly forming as well as established projects for which we have funding. The choice, sequence, and integration of applications are critical to the success of Phoenix and the growth of CASoS engineering research and development; we must learn to walk before we can run. Here, application drives the need for Research and Development and the requirements for CASoS engineering.  Research: The ever-evolving CASoS Engineering Framework systematizes the theory and practice of CASoS engineering across wide ranging domains and diverse aspirations for affecting CASoS behavior. The Framework integrates three components: -Defining the CASoS, problem and approach -Designing and Testing solutions that are robust to uncertainty while identifying critical enablers of system resilience -Actualization of the solution within the CASoS.
Here, Research is defining the science of CASoS engineering.
 Development: A CASoS Engineering Environment that supports the Framework by providing:
-A modeling, simulation and analysis platform in which modular computational tools can be assembled in many ways and for many purposes -A knowledge facilitation platform for the capture, integration and evolution of the theory and practice of CASoS engineering, providing for the education and training of newly emerging CASoS Engineers.
CASoS Engineering is emerging as Applications are expanded and evolve. This document will be updated annually to address new Applications and changes in the theory or practice of Application due to changes in the Engineering Framework or Environment.
APPLICATIONS THEORY
The theory behind Phoenix's CASoS Engineering Initiative structure is that Applications drive the growth of the discipline and will sustain the community of practice. As illustrated in Figure  2 , this structure is depicted as outwardly growing spiral in which each application adds knowledge to extend the core of Engineering Theory and Experiment within an expanding Environment of Data Analysis and Computational Simulation.
Figure 2. CASoS Engineering Initiative Development Structure
Two critical contributions are required for this evolutionary model of the "whole" to grow and thrive. First is the contribution of new frontier applications to the CASoS Engineering Framework and CASoS Engineering Environment: the relationships and interactions within new problem spaces inform and amplify understandings within the entire ecosystem. Second is adoption and use of the Framework and Environment in operational or established analysis projects. The link between the vanguard and the established must be strong; this relationship enables the intrinsic integration of the individual applications into a whole.
Applications are challenging because they require models that enhance our understanding of a particular situation or issue in CASoS; they depend on an integrated modeling and analysis environment in order to understand and communicate the key conditions, parameters and adaptive behaviors relative to the application goals; and they must allow for development and testing of theories about the vulnerabilities, strengths, and risks of particular CASoS. Applications that foster the growth of the discipline of CASoS Engineering are our goal, particularly in the initial stages of developing the discipline.
Applications chosen to foster the growth of the discipline require:
 model capability development that enhances our understanding of high impact situations or issues in particular CASoS of great interest to global security  development and testing of theories about the vulnerabilities, strengths, and risks of general CASoS  development of an integrated modeling and analysis environment to understand and communicate the key conditions, parameters and adaptive behaviors relative to the application goals
Applications are also chosen to balance the portfolio for diversity in scale (local, regional, national, or global) and subject domain so that cross disciplinary patterns can emerge. Ideally, applications should also cross internal organizational boundaries and external boundaries in order to form a cross-cutting kernel (both in terms of the domain and personnel) that is poised for growth. Outwardly-growing research, development and applications (RD&A) connections from this kernel will, if properly nurtured, ultimately form a CASoS Engineering community of theory, practice and culture that extends throughout the many fields where solutions to ecosocio-economic-technical problems are critically required.
The applications space is a function of the problems which would benefit from applying the CASoS Engineering Approach. Figure 3 provides one view of the applications space as a network of perturbations, CASoS and aspirations; illustrating the breadth of problems that would benefit from integrated risk analysis and risk mitigation design.
There are significant gaps in what is done and what needs to be done to build the CASoS Engineering discipline. The history of Applications shows where we are. 
CASOS ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS HISTORY
As a matter of practicality, the initiative began with existing and newly formed projects in which we already have: domain expertise, application of a rudimentary form of the CASoS Engineering Framework, models and funding. These projects are also connected to people who were early adopters and founders of the CASoS Engineering concept. While the range of subject domains and funders is broad enough to satisfy our cross-cutting vision, the range of aspirations and organizational representation is not as developed. We must work to diversify these last two areas in the future.
Current Application subject domains include: A more complete summary of each Phoenix application is provided in the Appendix. The summary includes links to references on the application, application goals, development supported, framework enhancements, leadership, and relationships to other organizations. Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of our theoretical understanding and capability development moving the discipline from systems to complex systems to systems-of-systems to complex adaptive systems and on to our ever-evolving discipline of CASoS Engineering (black text), with examples of projects that we integrated (green text), and the application's external influence (blue text). The project to design community containment strategies for pandemic influenza motivated the transition from CASoS modeling and analysis to CASoS Engineering.
We are actively working to engage problem holders who fund our analysis with the understanding that their projects are building the discipline of CASoS Engineering. To grow the discipline, we need applications like those conducted for the NISAC pandemic studies and, currently, for the FDA tobacco control policy analyses that involve CASoS, where the goal is to design solutions that are effective because they are a part of the CASoS, adaptive and dynamic, and utilize the attributes of systems-of-systems. The community containment strategy for pandemic influenza was adopted because it is designed for adaptation to the characteristics of the disease and to local/regional conditions, and because it utilizes knowledge of social network structures to target required changes to slow disease spread and stop a pandemic.
Figure 4. Evolution of Applications and Examples of Influence
Phoenix applications to date have touched on CASoS in a number of domains related to a diverse set of perturbations/disruptions (red nodes in Figure 3 ). The fact that an application has touched on a subject, provides a limited view of the Application gaps and a single problem analysis does not cover the entire range of the potential problem space.
CASOS APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
Current CASoS applications are in various states of maturity and cover only a portion of the problem space important to national and global security. The development of a CASoS Engineering discipline also requires more complete understanding across the problem space. Applications necessary for optimal evolution of the discipline can be identified by evaluating the problem space from multiple perspectives including:
-partnerships with decision makers and experts (collaborators)
-the group of CASoS Engineers needed to solve this suite of national and global security problems -the level of maturity in the understanding of key CASoS -currently developed and deployed engineered solutions to national and global problems -identification, development and testing of a fundamental set of models (such as exchange, infection, opinion dynamics) and performance metrics needed to solve CASoS problems
The next sections present CASoS engineering domain expertise development from the perspectives of people, systems, problems, and discipline. Tracking our developing capability and understanding helps us set priorities for new applications and target partnerships that will expand the knowledge base, create a community of practice and continue to mature the CASoS Engineering discipline.
People
Each of the CASoS of interest listed in Table 3 is a very broad topical area with many decision makers and potential perturbations. The table only lists a few of the federal decision makers and broad categories of other levels of decision makers (e.g., states, industry). We have collaborations in most of the infrastructure categories, but there are key areas where we need to develop partnerships with decision making organization (e.g., NISAC is only one program within DHS). Blank cells in Table 1 represent gaps, where we have not yet established collaborative projects (Emergency Services, Government, Water, Enterprises).
Figure 5 depicts a network view of CASoS engineers, the infrastructures in which they have developed capabilities, the collaborations they have established with the funding agency, and relationships to experts within the field. The current areas of focus and CASoS Engineering capability development are in Agriculture supply chains, Healthcare and Public Health problems, Energy networks (electric power, petroleum and natural gas) perturbation impacts, Banking and Finance payment systems perturbations and policy impacts, Chemical supply chains, Transportation security and Information Technology perturbations. Healthcare is the most developed area as we are beginning to have multiple experts, funding sources and collaborations. 
Systems and Methodology Maturity
The CASoS Engineering Framework steps -identifying CASoS problems through system definition; defining aspirations; evaluating analytical needs (models, model design, scale of analysis, details of conditions and systems involved); and designing, fielding and evaluating solutions -represent different stages of maturity in our understanding and ability to reduce risks. Table 4 provides a view into maturity through a comparative listing of infrastructures, the analytical capability developed, and any solutions designed using those capabilities. Our most mature capability, in population health, produced a design for containing the spread of influenza that was used to set the national planning policy. This is one of many problems within the public health and healthcare sector. Solutions can be devised based on an understanding of the system and how it will behave when perturbed, but solutions that are robust to uncertainty (those that produce better outcomes no matter the conditions) are the ones we strive to develop in cases where the consequences are severe.
The ability of systems to adapt can be part of problem solution as well as a risk factor. Adaptation has been handled in our models and analyses (up to now) by having conditiondependant behaviors, evaluating uncertainty through compliance with a particular rule or set of rules, or by allowing market forces to determine which entities receive resources. Model parameter uncertainties have been evaluated in our applications using Monte Carlo methods. Structural uncertainties and scaling issues have been treated using multiple modeling approaches. Including adaptation in behavioral models, developing statistics that are meaningful for evaluating CASoS and the development and testing of fundamental models are all areas where we need a concerted effort in order to evolve the discipline of CASoS engineering. Table 5 provides a summary of applications in terms of the problem space and the metrics that are, or could be, used to evaluate system(s) performance. This table reveals more obvious gaps than the previous tables which focused on the existing capabilities; but is still an oversimplification of the problem space. For example, climate change will have impacts globally that could create national security, population health, supply chain and economic impacts. The impacts will be different due to heterogeneity in the climate, physical, economic and geopolitical conditions. The types of problems climate change could initiate span the problem space -natural disasters, geopolitical conflict, economic destabilization, changes in disease vectors and supply chain perturbations.
Problem Space
Discipline
We have begun to develop a set of fundamental models, such as resource exchanges, contagion spread, and opinion dynamics, which can be adapted and utilized for representing and solving a wide range of CASoS problems. As new applications are developed, we may identify and develop additional examples of these fundamental models. Each of the models matures through testing, applications, publication and peer review. Table 6 lists the models and analytical capabilities identified through our existing Applications and the maturity of their development relative to the artifacts produced and confidence building to date. We are in the first iteration of confidence building for these models and in the early stages of development of the fundamental analytical capabilities. 
NEW APPLICATIONS
The process for generating new applications is based on the following principles:
-Clearly identify gaps (see Section 4) -Prioritize the gaps based on immediacy of issues and ability to leverage existing capabilities -Develop artifacts to focus plans -Be ready to assemble team and address opportunities as they arise
The priorities, based on the immediacy and scope of problems, are: full-spectrum global security, engineered climate adaptation; design and dissemination of population health solutions to address obesity; and understanding cyber risks. There are problems that would benefit from our existing capabilities such as, evaluation of the potential effectiveness of new health policies, evaluation of global supply chain risks and design of risk mitigation strategies for population health and supply chain risks. There are capabilities that would benefit all applications, particularly development testing and automation of uncertainty quantification methods for classes of CASoS problems, statistics of failure for CASoS and testing and peer review of the foundational models and analyses.
Artifacts can be developed in several ways: through Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD), through individual investment and through collaborative investment such as a workshop activity. The workshop concept is a proposed mechanism for applying CASoS Engineering in a new problem space and will be tested in 2012. The premise for this activity is that the workshop format will create an initial model and establish collaboration partnerships that are needed to initiate successful projects in new areas. The Phoenix group will hold a series of workshops with key partners (e.g., industry, government, academia and analysts) to identify common problems and begin developing modeling and analysis capabilities for engineering risk management strategies for specific CASoS.
One of the most obvious gaps in capability (see Table 4 and Table 5 ) is in understanding Enterprise risks and the need for industry partnerships. One workshop will focus on a select set of corporate enterprises; a second will focus on a select set of government enterprises. The goals of each workshop are listed below. The Phoenix CASoS Engineering Initiative will continue to work on Applications as they arise including LDRDs, providing analysis of potential policies for the FDA CTP, developing capabilities and conducting operational analyses for the VHA and NISAC programs.
SUMMARY
Complex Adaptive Systems of Systems, or CASoS, are ubiquitous: they include people, organizations, cities, infrastructure, government, ecosystems, the Planet -in short, nearly everything that involves biological and social systems. Designing influence within CASoS, or CASoS Engineering, is the mapping of aspirations to problem solutions within this domain. The sheer complexity of CASoS, the subtlety of their adaptive behaviors, the difficulty of running experiments, and the problems of integrating the different analytic frameworks and representations required to understand their component systems underscores the need for new theory, methods and practice. Applications are the driving force of this effort.
CASoS embody the world's biggest problems and opportunities. Engineering theory and practice must be developed together to create a discipline that is grounded in reality, extends our understanding of how CASoS behave and allows us to better control the outcomes. Applications provide an opportunity to engineer solutions to problems within CASoS while growing a community of practice and establishing the CASoS Engineering discipline. With the active collaboration of problem holders, Phoenix's structure is being driven using technical objectives focused on overarching problems across many applications and through recognition that the Initiative itself is a CASoS. As a CASoS, our definition and development intrinsically and continuously emerges from application; our internal structure grows and changes both the Initiative and the environment in which it exists.
This document will be updated periodically to reflect our growth.
APPENDIX: CONTRIBUTING APPLICATION PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS
Phoenix Applications are summarized briefly below. Additional information is available in the references listed for each project. The Phoenix website contains the most current application and publication information (http://www.sandia.gov/CasosEngineering/index.html).
A-1. Network Congestive Failure Risks
Problem Space: Network Congestion and Cascading Failures in Infrastructures
Cascading failure can occur with devastating results within and between infrastructures. The Advanced Modeling and Techniques Investigations (AMTI) group within the National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center (NISAC) synthesized and extended the large variety of abstract cascade models developed in the field of complexity science and began applying them to specific infrastructures that might experience cascading failure to identify theories, methods, and analytical tools from the study of general complex adaptive systems that are useful for understanding the structure, function, and evolution of complex interdependent critical infrastructures.
For this problem area, the group developed a comprehensive model, Polynet, which simulates cascading failure over a wide range of network topologies, interaction rules, and adaptive responses as well as multiple interacting and growing networks. We applied this model to analyses of the electric power grid and of Fedwire, the US Federal Reserve's transaction network.
A-1.1 Cascading Failure In The Electric Power Grid
Goal /Aspiration for Project
Develop modeling and analysis capability for the U.S. electric power grid that will allow us to identify system conditions and perturbations that could lead to congestion in transmission, increasing the risk of regional power disruptions. Evaluate how congestion could be caused by deliberate attack or random failures and how controls influence the likelihood of congestion.
Approach/Methods/Models
Developed Loki Power, an abstract representation of the Western Electric Coordinating Council (WECC) high-voltage electric power transmission network, in 2004, and conducted experiments to identify conditions that increase the likelihood of congestion.
Findings and Next Steps
For the stylized electric power grid, our initial simulations demonstrate that the addition of geographically unrestricted random transactions can eventually push a grid to cascading failure, thus supporting the hypothesis that actions of unrestrained power markets (without proper security coordination on market actions) can undermine large scale system stability.
We also find that network topology greatly influences system robustness. Homogeneous networks that are "fish-net" like can withstand many more transaction perturbations before cascading than can scale-free networks. Interestingly, when the homogeneous network finally cascades, it tends to fail in its entirety, while the scale-free tends to compartmentalize failure and thus leads to smaller, more restricted outages.
Other applications for this capability include design of network structures or controls that reduce the probability of congestion and limit the extent and duration of cascades; evaluation of robustness of new electric power grid topologies and characteristics (distributed generation, increased use of renewable power, increasing stored power); and evaluation of the robustness of other types of systems (financial, communication, transportation fuels, distribution networks).
New Capabilities -Loki-Power -Network topology and conditions effect on congestion risk.
Publications
-Advanced Simulation for Analysis of Critical Infrastructure: Abstract Cascades, the Electric power grid, and Fedwire -Sensitivity of the resilience of congested random networks to rolloff and offset in truncated power-law degree distributions
A-1.2 Cascading Failure in Fedwire
Goal/Aspiration for Project:
Develop modeling and analysis capability for Fedwire, the large transaction network in the U.S. financial system, which will allow us to identify system conditions and perturbations that could lead to network congestion. Identify conditions and network characteristics that lead to congestion and methods for reducing the likelihood and extent of congestion.
Approach/Methods/Models:
Working with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, refined the problem description and designed the model and analysis. Developed a network model of Fedwire and conducted sensitivity analyses to identify conditions that increase the likelihood and extent of congestion in the payment system. Insights about the network topology and model sensitivity analysis used to identify actions that reduce congestion risks.
For network congestion applications, the group developed a comprehensive model, Polynet, which simulates cascading failure over a wide range of network topologies, interaction rules, and adaptive responses as well as multiple interacting and growing networks. Polynet was tested by implementing the classical Bac, Tang, and Wiesenfeld (BTW) sand-pile in several network topologies and compared to the results from other models. The interaction rules in Polynet were tailored to represent Fedwire, a Federal Reserve network service for sending large-value payments between banks and other large financial institutions.
The Fedwire network model is defined by Fedwire transaction data: payments among more than 6500 large commercial banks, with typical daily traffic of more than 350,000 payments totaling more than $1 trillion. The node degree and numbers of payments follow power-law distributions and bank behavior is controlled by system liquidity. Payment activity is funded by initial account balances, incoming payments, and market transactions; payments are queued pending funding; and queued payments are submitted promptly when funding becomes available.
Findings and Next Steps:
This set of studies found that payment flows follow a scale-free distribution and system performance is a function of both topology and behavior -neither alone can explain system robustness to disruptions (such as the loss of a bank). Liquidity limits can lead to congestion and limit throughput, but performance can be greatly improved by moving small amounts of liquidity to the places where it's needed. There are three time constants that control congestion: liquidity depletion time, net position return time and liquidity redistribution time through the market.
New Capabilities -Polynet -Loki-Fedwire -Network topology and condition effects on congestion
A-1.3 Payment Systems
Modern economies depend on efficient and reliable financial markets. Critical to the smooth functioning of these markets are a set of trading, payment, clearing and settlement infrastructures. Financial infrastructures are formed by a large number of technological and institutional components that interact within complex networks. Congestion in a payment system is both a cause and a consequence of reduced transfer capacity
We conducted a series of analyses with the goal of understanding how congestion arising from this stress is influenced by two control parameters: the global liquidity level and the conductance of a global liquidity market.
Goal /Aspiration for Project:
Identify the basic parameters that control the quality of operation of payment systems, and characterize the problems that can arise when performance degrades; identify the effects of coupling among payment systems, and how different policies influence their performance.
Develop a parsimonious CAS model of the interbank payment system to study congestion and the role of liquidity markets in alleviating congestion. The model incorporates an endogenous instruction arrival process, scale-free topology of payments between banks, fixed total liquidity that limits banks' capacity to process arriving instructions, and a global market that distributes liquidity.
Develop a model of multiple payment systems iterating through coupled transactions, such as foreign exchange transactions
Findings and Next Steps
We find that at low liquidity the system becomes congested and payment settlement loses correlate with payment instruction arrival delays. The onset of congestion is evidently related to the relative values of three characteristic times: the time for banks' net position to return to zero, the time for banks to exhaust their liquidity endowments, and the liquidity market relaxation time. In the congested regime, settlement takes place in cascades having a characteristic size. A global liquidity market substantially diminishes congestion, requiring only a small fraction of the paymentinduced liquidity flow to achieve strong beneficial effects.
Loki Transact allows us to evaluate liquidity and credit risks in the context of interdependent interbank payment systems interlinked through foreign exchange transactions. Further interdependence is created by a Payment versus Payment (PvP) constraint that links the two legs of the foreign exchange transactions. Using this model, the team identified conditions under which payment settlement in the two systems becomes correlated and showed that large credit exposures can be generated as the result of liquidity pressures in one of the two systems. PvP can eliminate this credit risk but creates a new interdependence by making settlement of payments in both systems dependent on the level of liquidity available in the other system.
CASoS Goals: General Capabilities 
A-2. Population Health
Problem Space:
Populations are vulnerable to novel strains of contagious diseases for which we have not developed immunity through exposure or pharmaceuticals (antiviral, vaccine, or antibiotic) . Other "epidemics" such as smoking, obesity, alcoholism, caused by widespread, unhealthy behaviors have significant costs and damage the overall health of the society. For this problem area, we have developed social network models through which a contagion is propagated. This model has been utilized for evaluating the risks posed by diseases (e.g., pandemic influenza) and habitual behavior (e.g., smoking) and to engineer solutions.
A-2.1 Pandemic Influenza Containment Strategy
Goal /Aspiration for Project
Develop modeling and analysis capability that will allow us to identify methods for containing a 1918-like pandemic strain of influenza until a vaccine can be developed, distributed and administered. The goal of this analysis is to identify strategies that are robust to uncertainty (reduce the population health impacts without causing serious economic impacts when we have limited knowledge of the virus characteristics, what level of compliance will be attained with the policy and the population susceptibility).
Approach/Methods/Models
Developed a community-level model of disease spread at the individual level through multiple, linked social networks (individual-based, interacting social network model of disease spread and mitigation). Defined disease and intervention strategy scenarios to evaluate the uncertainties and identify and compare proposed intervention strategies. Evaluated network structure and model results for no-intervention cases that helped us identify additional intervention strategies. Ran a suite of scenario simulations to quantify uncertainty and evaluate the performance of the mitigation strategy under uncertainty.
Analyzed the results and reviewed the outcomes with healthcare experts. Addressed experts review comments using additional simulations to build confidence in the recommended actions. Refined and submitted a community-based containment strategy design
Findings and Next Steps
Working with the National Security Council, this work was used to design the CDC's policy for responding to potential pandemic strains of influenza.
New Capabilities 
A-2.2 Evaluating Threats and Designing Mitigation Strategies for the Veterans Health Administration
Goal /Aspiration for Project Develop a model the health care system of the VHA as a complex adaptive system of systems, assess the effects of threat scenarios of consequence, and develop appropriate mitigation strategies to counter those threats.
Approach/Methods/Models
Decomposed the VA health care system into the fundamental building-blocks of medical physics, organizational physics, and social physics and developed a model that allows the investigation of how local policies affect the organization as a whole. Developed an analysis framework for quantifying organizational behaviors and identifying constraints within complex hierarchical networks
Findings and Next Steps
Successfully demonstrated initial model implementation of fundamental medical and organizational physics, both in steady-state and under perturbation (threat), for a single Medical Service Unit (MSU) and a network of MSUs Next steps are to generate results for a network of healthcare facilities subjected to two types of surges in demand: 1) a spike, representing a natural disaster which introduces patients with acute trauma requiring immediate treatment, and 2) a steady increase in demand imposed by the increasing prevalence of hepatitis C, which can result in a population with a significantly increased burden of end-stage liver disease and hepatocellular carcinoma. Policy actions to be evaluated include striking the right balance between medical center-level policies and networklevel policies (issues of multi-level selection), cost-effective resource utilization, and mediating resource conflicts.
New Capabilities -a general framework for public health action that uses medical physics, organizational physics, social physics, perturbations, and uncertainty quantification as fundamental components -a flexible timer-based simulation mechanism, that supports both stochastic and deterministic execution 
A-2.3 Tobacco and Tobacco Control Policy Impacts on Population Health
Develop the capability to fully analyze tobacco-related policies for the purpose of reducing the morbidity and mortality associated with tobacco use. This can include assessment of direct and cascading consequences of potential policies, generation of new and creative methods, and potential engineering of the CASoS.
Approach/Methods/Models
The CASoS Engineering Framework guides the project, including identification of essential tobacco system components, processes, relationships, and interactions, and development of a flexible and dynamic modeling framework for analyzing the effects of potential tobacco-related policies on population health and mortality. This framework will simulate the complex systems involved in tobacco regulation, including:
-tobacco product development and marketing -consumer initiation, use, cessation, and relapse -non-user perceptions and behaviors -morbidity and mortality associated with tobacco product use
The relative efficacy of combinations of possible courses of action will be assessed with regard to population harm or benefit. Because the landscape of tobacco regulation will continue to evolve in coming years, the structure of the modeling framework is being developed to allow rapid adaptation and incorporation of new data as they become available. The modeling framework represents tobacco use behaviors (by, for example, age, socioeconomic group, and demographics), control policies, products, advertising, and possible adaptations. Multiple viewpoints, scales, and approaches are necessary for capturing various aspects of the problem space. We are using a multi-modeling approach for integrated analysis that includes:
-System Dynamics stock and flow models -Individual-Based / Agent-Based models -Game Theoretic models 
A-3.1 Global Energy Systems (GES)
Evaluate effective means of achieving energy security or surety while meeting global carbon goals. For the GES, we delineated a set of three nested Goals at increasing scale. The goal at each scale is to create a pattern of energy supply that supports essential activities and that is robust to disruptions that arise from human activities (such as shifting economic and political relationships) and from the physical system (changes in climate and encountering boundaries of resource supply).
-National Transportation Energy Security: specific energy need at the scale of the nation -National Energy Surety: all energy needs appropriately interconnected with other sectors (e.g., agriculture, economic output) at the scale of the nation -Global Energy Surety: all energy needs appropriately interconnected with other sectors at the scale of the globe Approach/Methods/Models
After defining the GES as a CASoS and an object of engineering, we formulated a conceptual model for multi-scale analysis of the GES to evaluate the effective means of achieving energy security or surety while meeting global carbon goals. The model represents interacting entities at a variety of scales (nations, industries, consumers) that have resources (material, funds, energy), technologies (transform resources, emit CO2) and competing needs (energy surety, standard-ofliving).
Findings and Next Steps
A simplified version of the model was implemented and preliminary analyses of two test cases were conducted. The limited purpose of these simulations was to test the model's ability to produce selected qualitative responses that would be expected in a real system that matched the model constraints: an overall increase in power price as a finite fuel resource is depleted, and an increase in power price and decrease in usage if carbon emissions associated with fossil fuel use are taxed. The behavior of the initial model conformed to important qualitative expectations about the real system.
As Next Steps to accomplish our objectives we will draw on and extend our new model constructed though this project. Three model extensions are required: a more complex and complete basic economy in a single region, multiple regions with varying endowments reflective of mature, emerging, and developing economies and a larger set of regions and a hierarchical structure of market interactions among them to reflect nations interconnected by trade agreements and common or readily convertible currencies.
Analysis using the extended model will evaluate the components of surety and economic performance on a global and entity level and can be used to evaluate the robustness of the policy and the critical enablers required to create system resilience. 
A-3.2 Global Financial System
Identify system conditions and perturbations that could lead to disruptions in financial markets severe enough to degrade the national or global economy. Elucidate how large recurrent instabilities in financial systems arise, how they might be controlled and how controls influence economic growth.
Approach/Methods/Models
Developed CAS models of interacting, large-transaction, financial and currency exchange networks interacting with economic production. Conducted sensitivity analyses to identify conditions that increase vulnerability and scenario analyses to evaluate potential consequences of policies on economic stability and growth.
Findings and Next Steps
Developed an abstract model of entities that interact through markets in order to obtain input resources and sell output resources. Input and output resources for an entity are determined by its productive process, which is modeled as a set of coupled chemical reactions. This formalism captures the behavior of economic firms as well as financial actors. The model accommodates innovation in production processes and the creation of novel resources including financial instruments: these processes are essential components of growth in both economic and financial systems. Exchange behavior is influenced by entities' forecasts about future conditions and their perception of the stability of those conditions. This process is an essential part of the model because changes in risk perception are a universal feature of financial crises. 
A-4. Supply Chains And Networks
Supply chains depend on multiple systems and infrastructures (e.g., raw material production, energy, labor and transportation) and often represent a complex, globally distributed, multistage development chain. Understanding how these components work together under normal and disrupted conditions is critical for accomplishing the asset prioritization, consequence assessment, and policy guidance efforts.
A-4.1 Petrochemicals
Evaluate potential supply-chain impacts of disruptions in the petrochemical sector (steady-state) and develop a modeling, simulation, and analysis capability to assess sector vulnerabilities, its interdependencies with other critical infrastructures, its potential impacts from disruptive events (such as manmade and natural disasters), and its overall economic resilience.
Approach/Methods/Models
Developed a data-driven network model of the petrochemical supply chain then utilized several common measures of network topology to identify the processes and products that are "important" from the standpoint of the structure of this network. Definition of the edges connecting each process with its input and output materials creates a bipartite network of material-process-materialprocess chains.
Findings and Next Steps
LOKI-Network algorithms and techniques were used to analyze the petrochemical subsector to predict the nonlinear impact of the loss of typical and atypical production capacities on overall systemic throughput. The highlevel view in this idealization of chemical supply chains were also used to identify problematic areas. For example, a network analysis reveals that propylene and styrene are connected to many other chemical products; such interconnectedness merits special attention from other higher fidelity modeling approaches.
New Capabilities -Data driven network representation, identification of down-chain impacts -Capability to assess importance of a process by estimating the consequences of eliminating or curtailing that process for a network as a whole.
Dynamic network impacts, market effects and transient supply chain impacts
A-4.2 Natural Gas
Goal /Aspiration for Project Evaluate potential impacts of disruptions (due to earthquakes in NMSZ) on natural gas supplies (regionally to nationally) Approach/Methods/Models Developed a simple network flow model to estimate disruption consequences, and to place bounds on pipelines capacities using historical flow data. The network topology was derived directly from industry pipeline location data. The resulting model network was graphically overlaid on the pipeline network, and the locations and properties were reviewed and verified through GoogleEarth.
Findings and Next Steps
Completed model testing and preliminary analysis of potential earthquake impacts on natural gas supply The approach is to combine the process of specifying network elements and their associated parameters with the process of documenting data sources and interpretation. The intent is that multiple flow algorithms can be applied once a network is constructed. Currently three algorithms are implemented: a standard maximum flow algorithm, a balanced maximum flow algorithm (based on the Loki-Gas Allocation Method (GAM) algorithm), and a System-Dynamics-type inventory control algorithm.
Started model testing and conducted preliminary analyses of potential earthquake impacts on transportation fuel supply.
New Capabilities -Rapidly define and visualize networks, document data sources and assumptions.
-Various flow algorithms, some of which are specifically designed for the transportation fuels system.
-Dynamic supply and demand model for materials flowing on a network that can adapt by re-routing shipments, drawing down storage, and utilizing excess process or transmission capacity. 
A-4.4 Detailed Topological Mapping and Modeling of Food Supply Chains
Develop the analytical capability to deterministically/stochastically map food production and distribution supply chains for the purpose of supporting food defense and food safety risk assessments by improving the ability to: identify and prioritize vulnerabilities, identify actions that will reduce those vulnerabilities, respond to and reduce the consequences of food-pathogen incidents or attacks and improve the speed and reliability for tracing food pathogens as part of crisis response.
Approach/Methods/Models
Utilized a system-scale adversarial risk-assessment methodology that is iterative and dynamic to identify food supply chains that are at greater risk. The Exchange model is used to build a stochastic network representation. With this model, we explicitly incorporate, express, and visualize the uncertainties by producing probabilistic maps of the possible ways in which tainted food moves through its distribution network to the consumer. Map as completely as possible a single food marketing sector chosen from a short list of sectors identified as being particularly vulnerable to being appropriated as means for conducting a directed attack. Explicitly incorporate, express, and visualize uncertainties by producing probabilistic maps of network topologies. We gathered information using literature search and interviews with food industry professionals.
Findings and Next Steps
Completed initial case study demonstrating the conditions under which stochastic mapping speeds contaminant tracing and the value of partial information on supply chain connections. Global systems share a common environment (the earth) and exchange resources through economic, humanitarian, diplomatic and adversarial transactions. The security of each nation depends on the ability of its populace to survive and prosper in the global environment despite the natural and anthropogenic perturbations it experiences.
A-5.1 Nation State Transactions
Develop fundamental models of nations and their interactions to identify potential risks to national security and system of system-based risk mitigation actions.
Approach/Methods/Models
Developing and testing initial model of 3 interacting nation states with different resources, capacities and efficiencies. We are using the Exchange model module to represent energy, food water, labor, raw materials, goods, people and money exchanges within and between the nations. Conducting numerical experiments to test the models and case studies to evaluate and refine the models for evaluating specific types of perturbations.
Findings and Next Steps
We are in the early model development and testing stage.
New Capabilities -Interdependent Nation States Models
A-5.2 Climate Change
Identify key uncertainties and dynamics in order to design and develop a CASoS engineering approach for reducing climate risks.
Approach/Methods/Models Evaluate conceptual model design for linked/coupled hydrologic and economic models to develop a scientific-based risk analysis approach that accounts for the full range of potential outcomes and explicitly includes uncertainty, design validation strategy and identify modeling needs. Completed review of existing capabilities and proposed an approach that starts with an evaluation of global changes, then evaluates regional vulnerabilities to the changes and focuses on the impacts that could propagate to other regions and how the impacts could propagate. Analysts recommended a decision validation (robust to uncertainty) strategy due to the nature of the problem and the timeframe for decision making relative to the timeframe for conducting field experiments.
Findings and Next Steps
We are now working with climate, environmental, economic and risk modeling and analysis groups to develop proposals for developing the CASoS models and analysis capabilities needed to engineer climate risk reduction approach. 
